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Evaluation the frequency of computerized tomography (CT) scan indication in children under two years old with mild trauma
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Abstract:

Objective: Head traumas are prevalent in children with mild severity and without commitment of delayed brain injuries. The aim of present study was to detect the mild head trauma (MHT) children with high risk of brain injuries for avoidance of unnecessary interventions. Methods: This cross-sectional study considered 100 children under 2 years old with MHT in Kashani and Alzahra Hospitals between March 2011 and August 2011, Isfahan, Iran. Data was gathered by these project executives including the radiologist reports and the patients past medical history. The patients were divided into normal and abnormal CT scan and reduction of consciousness level, vomiting and the other variables were considered. Results: The results were obtained from evaluation of 100 files from the patients with mean age 18±7.1 month. CT scan findings showed that 55 percent of the patients were abnormal and had burn injuries including skull fracture, epidural hemorrhage, skull contusion, and arachnoids hemorrhage. The incidence of repeated vomiting and reduction of consciousness level in patients with non-normal CT scan was more than normal group while this difference was not significantly different. Also according to CT scan findings there was no statistically significant difference between patients with repeated vomiting or reduced consciousness level (P>0.05). Conclusions: This study results showed that there is not significantly difference between vomiting incidence, deceased level of consciousness and CT scan results. These criteria were not considered separately as only factors for burn trauma of performing CT scan in MHT patients.
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Introduction:

Head traumas are prevalent in children. Most of the pediatric head trauma are mild and without commitment of delayed brain injuries. However some percent of children with good health first, have been received the post intrasulk malignancies1. Most of these patients could be discharged after short period of admission and some ones have worst situations and need to brain or nerve surgeries intervention2-4. Mild head trauma (MHT) in children under two years old is described separately due to its complex clinical evaluation, asymptomatic intrasulk trauma, intentional possibility and skull fracture due to mild head trauma5-6. The aim of evaluation of MHT patients are description of these patients and preven- tion of worsening and secondary trauma with limita- tion of unnecessary scanning methods1. Computerized tomography (CT) scan is a gold standard test for head trauma children for detection of intrasulk injuries7. Today 270000 CT scan cases is
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reported in USA. Administering the CT scan in children with MHT is increasing while it has low diagnostic value. In 1995, 15% of admitted children to pediatric emergency ward of Canadian hospitals with mild head trauma, underwent CT scan, however this amount had been increased to 53% in 2005. In North America usually 15 to 70 percent of injured children with MHT, referred to emergency wards undergo CT. While 70 to 98 percent of these CT scans are normal showing no brain injuries. Brain injuries have been showed only in 4-7% of CT scans of MHT children and then just 5% of them need surgical intervention. Although benefits of CT scan in severe pediatric head trauma is approved but its indication for MHT is already controversial. Some medical experts believed that normal neurologic children are dischargeable without any CT scan and just children with decreased level of consciousness or skull fraction should be candidate for CT. In contrast some believe that any usual clinical parameters could not predict traumatic side effects in children and its application suggested for trauma mechanism. Dunning et al reported the MHT incidence 55% for children under 5 years old and 28% for those under 2 years old. While in other studies decreased consciousness level was commonly reported. The statistics of intracranial injuries are different as making CT scanning a controversial diagnostic challenge for MHT. Head injury is diagnosed 0.6% in CT scanning of children with mild trauma and 1% in another study. There is no evidence base medicine for CT of children under 2 years old with MHT and CT usefulness and as increasing CT for these children in ours studied hospitals. Also X-ray exposure, high cost of the technique, discomfort of performing and need to send out of patients to different centers are probable problems of CT scanning for these patients. Moreover performing CT scanning for infantile are commitment to non-ignorable future intraskull malignancies, so it must be avoided in unnecessary situations. The purpose of present study was detection of MHT children with high risk of brain injuries for avoidance of unnecessary interventions. The present study considered the frequencies of CT scanning indications in children under two years old with mild head trauma.

**Materials and Method:**
This cross-sectional study considered 100 children under 2 years old with MHT who were diagnosed or clinically suspected cases referred for CT scan. These patients were selected from children under two years old who underwent CT scan in the first 6 hours of trauma with consciousness level higher than thirteen in Kashani and Alzahra Hospitals between March 2011 and August 2011, Isfahan, Iran. If the patients files had not qualified for CT scan with neurologic and convulsion history, their files not included. Clinical history and laboratory data were collected from all patients including age (month), gender, mechanism of head trauma, consciousness level before CT scan, repeated vomiting, decreased level of consciousness, convulsion, craniofacial injury of soft tissue (subgaleal hematoma and lacerations), distant other body parts trauma (e.g. abdomen, extremities and spine) and CT scan findings (Normal CT, simple, dispatched or complex skull fracture, subdural hemorrhage, epidural hemorrhage, intraventricular brain fracture Skull, brain contusion, intracranial hemorrhage, arachnoids hemorrhage and brain tumor). Data gathering was performed by these project executives including the radiologist reports and the patients past medical history. The patients were divided into normal and abnormal CT scan. These two groups were evaluated about reduction of consciousness level, vomiting and the other variables.

**Statistical analysis**
SPSS for Windows, version 20 was used in all statistical procedures. Data were expressed at mean ± SD or as a proportion of sample size. Descriptive statistics and compare means (one sample t-test and Pearson and Spearman tests) were used for age comparison between normal and non normal CT group. P-value less than 0.05 considered significant.

**Results:**
Among 120 files of patients, 20 files were excluded due to before convulsion history (3 files), incomplete files (12 files) and consciousness level below 13 (6 files). So the results were obtained from evaluation of 100 files. Mean age of the patients was 18±7.1 month that ranged between 1 to 23 weeks. CT scan findings showed that 55 percent of the patients were abnormal and had burn injuries including skull fracture, epidural hemorrhage, skull contusion, and arachnoids hemorrhage (Table 1).

In Table 2 the comparison of age, gender, mechanism of trauma, vomiting and consciousness level between patients with normal and abnormal CT scan is presented. The incidence of repeated vomiting and reduction of consciousness level in patients with
non-normal CT scan was more than normal group while this difference was not significantly different. Also according to CT scan findings there was no statistically significant difference between patients with repeated vomiting or reduced consciousness level (P>0.05).

**Discussion:**
Recently administration of CT scan for mild head trauma of children has been increased. However, performing CT scan compared to the medical examination has imposed high costs with equal medical management of these patients. Using CT scan could be decreased in children with MHT and limited to ones with relevant brain injuries symptoms. According to our results about the children with MHT under two years old, there is no statistical significant difference between patients with normal and abnormal CT scan about vomiting and decreased of consciousness level.

Boys experience head trauma more than girls, although there is not any difference about gender and CT scan explanation results. Besides, falling is the most cause of trauma in studied patients while there is no significant difference about CT scan interpretation and mechanism of trauma in the patients.

Karen et al. and Dietrich et al. reported the incidence of skull fracture or intracranial trauma 18% and 17% in children with MHT under two years old, respectively. In this study, skull fracture or intracranial trauma incidence was 55%. This difference should be due to difference in inclusion criteria for the patients, as CT scan criteria in previous studies were different with our study. Besides skull trauma incidence was 4%, 6%, 0.6%, 1% and 11% in Hahn et al study. Atabaki et al. alike our study results did not found any significant difference between vomiting and intra skull trauma for children under two years old. While Palchak et al. found significant correlation and expressed vomiting as predictive criteria for performing CT scan in children with mild head trauma. Falmirski et al. reported that low level of consciousness in children with MHT is not an enough standalone predictive factor for burn injuries. Also like our study results, Davis and colleagues did not report significant difference between deceased level of consciousness and Intra skull trauma.

The limitations of our study are lack of data of the patients with MHT in studied hospitals who did not performed CT scan. So the evaluation of the exact incidence of intra skull fracture in children under two years old with mild head trauma and the studied criteria between patients with and without CT scan were not possible

This study results demonstrated that there is not significantly difference between vomiting incidence, deceased level of consciousness and CT scan results related to exact incidence of intra skull fracture and burn injuries. These criteria were not considered separately as only factors for burn trauma of per-
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